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Computational Methods for Identi�cation and FeedbackControl in Structures with Piezoceramic Actuators andSensorsH.T. Banks, K. Ito, Y. WangABSTRACTIn this note we give fundamental existence, uniqueness, and continuous de-pendence results (well-posedness) for a variational formulation of a class of dampedsecond order partial di�erential equations with unbounded input or control coe�-cients. Included as special cases in this class are structures with piezoceramic actua-tors. We then consider approximation techniques leading to computational methodsin the context of both parameter estimation and feedback control problems for thesesystems. Rigorous convergence results for parameter estimates and feedback gainsare presented.1. INTRODUCTIONOne of the important issues in design and understanding of smart structuresand materials is the development of high �delity dynamic models for use in identi-�cation and control methodologies. Along with these models, which are inherentlydistributed in nature, one requires computational techniques which must in turn bebased on approximation ideas.Our recent e�orts with piezoceramic actuators and sensors in structural vibra-tion suppression, acoustic noise suppression, and nondestructive evaluation of mate-rials have prompted us to consider fundamental questions related to a mathematicalframework for computational methods in distributed parameter systems for smart oradaptive structures. We discuss these ideas in the context of a cantilevered beam withpiezoceramic patches for actuation and sensing. Current modeling practice leads toa beam equation with unbounded input (coe�cients involve �rst derivatives of theDirac delta function) resulting from excitation of the moment-producing actuatorpatches.To be more speci�c, we consider an Euler-Bernoulli beam with Kelvin-Voigtinternal damping and viscous (air) external damping. For a beam of length ` �xed atx = 0 and free at x = `, we �nd that the transverse vibrations are described by theH.T. Banks, K. Ito and Y. Wang, Center for Applied Mathematical Sciences, University of SouthernCalifornia, Los Angeles, CA 90089-1113 1



system for y = y(t; x)�@2y@t2 +  @y@t + @2M@x2 = g 0 < x < `; t > 0;y(t; 0) = @y@x(t; 0) = 0; M(t; `) = @M@x (t; `) = 0: (1)Here as usual y is the transverse displacement, � is the linear mass density, g is anexternal applied distributed force and M is the internal moment. For a simple Euler-Bernoulli beam with Kelvin-Voigt or strain rate damping, the internal moment iscomposed of two components representing resistance to bending and damping:M(t; x) = EI @2y@x2 (t; x) + cDI @3y@x2@t(t; x): (2)If piezoelectric actuators are attached to the beam in a con�guration to produce onlybending (patches on opposite sides of the beam excited in an out-of-phase manner {see [5, 6, 7, 8]), we have an actuator contribution Mp(t; x) in the form of an inputmoment. For patches located between x1 and x2 on the beam excited out-of-phaseby a voltage u(t), this moment term has the representationMp(t; x) = KBfH(x� x1)�H(x� x2)gu(t) (3)where H is the Heaviside or unit step at zero function and KB is a piezoceramicmaterial parameter depending on material properties of the beam and the patches aswell as geometry. When the moment in (3) is added to that of (2) and substitutedinto (1), we obtain the model (throughout we assume that the external distributedforce g = 0)�@2y@t2 +  @y@t + @2@x2�EI @2y@x2 + cDI @3y@x2@t� = KB ��0(x� x2)� �0(x� x1)�u(t)y(t; 0) = @y@x(t; 0) = 0; M(t; `) = @M@x (t; `) = 0 (4)where � is the Dirac delta function and 0 = @@x . This is formally equivalent to theequation in weak or variational form< �ytt + yt; � > + < EI y00 + cDI y00t +KB(H1 �H2)u(t); �00 >= 0y(t; 0) = y0(t; 0) = 0; (5)for all su�ciently smooth � satisfying �(0) = �0(0) = 0. Here Hi is the shiftedHeaviside function Hi(x) = H(x� xi).In this note we outline a mathematically rigorous setting for the systems (4) or(5). In section 2 below we give general well-posedness results (existence and unique-ness of solution) for these equations. Since our interest is in computationally tractablemethods for identi�cation of parameters and feedback control in such models and sincethe systems are in�nite dimensional state systems, approximation methods are nec-essary. We formulate approximation techniques in the spirit of Galerkin techniqueswhich include �nite elements, spectral, and modal methods as special cases. In sec-tion 3 we present convergence results in the context of parameter estimation problems2



while in section 4 we outline results for convergence of feedback gains in a generallinear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem.2. ABSTRACT FORMULATION AND WELL POSEDNESSIn this section we present an abstract formulation for second order systemsin variational form; these systems include the beam with piezoceramic actuator ofsection 1 as a special case. Let V and H be complex Hilbert spaces such that Vis a dense subset of H and j � jH � kj � jV for some constant k where j � jH andj � jV represent the H-norm and V -norm, respectively. We denote such a relationshipbetween V and H by V ,! H. Moreover, we identify the Hilbert space H with itstopological dual H�. It follows from V ,! H that H� ,! V � and thus we have theso-called Gelfand triple construction [19] denoted by V ,!H ,! V �.The general second order system we consider is given by< �y(t);  >V �;V +�1(y(t);  ) + �2( _y(t);  ) =< f(t);  >V �;V for  2 V;y(0) = y0; _y(0) = y1: (6)Here we use < ; >V �;V to denote the usual [19] duality product obtained as theextension by continuity of the H-inner product from H � V to V � � V , and �1and �2 are sesquilinear forms on V satisfying V -ellipticity and continuity conditions.That is, we assume that �1 and �2 satisfyRe�i(�; �) � kij�jV ; ki > 0 (7)j�i(�; )j � cij�jV � j jV (8)for i = 1; 2 and �; 2 V . The term f(t) is the control or input term, i.e., f(t) =Bu(t) as introduced in section 1. Under weak assumptions on f , the system (6) hasa unique solution.Theorem 1 If the sesquilinear forms �1 and �2 satisfy conditions (7) and (8) with�1 symmetric and f 2 L2((0; T ); V �), then, for each w0 = (y0; y1) 2 H = V �H, theinitial value problem (6) has a unique solution w(t) = (y(t); _y(t)) 2 L2((0; T ); V �V ). Moreover, this solution depends continuously on f and w0 in the sense that themapping fw0; fg ! w = (y; _y) is continuous fromH�L2((0; T ); V �) to L2((0; T ); V �V ). The solution of (6) is called the weak solution since this variational formulationis also often called a weak formulation. In actual fact, the existence and uniquenessof solutions of (6) can be obtained under even weaker assumptions on the dampingform �2. Indeed, let V2 be a complex Hilbert space satisfying V ,! V2 ,! H andsuppose that �2 is a sesquilinear form on V2. If �1 is V -elliptic and V -continuous and�2 is V2-elliptic and V2-continuous, then for f 2 L2((0; T ); V �2 ), there exists a uniquesolution w(t) = (y(t); _y(t)) 2 L2((0; T ); V � V2) to (6). Such a weak assumption on�2 is required to treat forms of internal damping that are weaker than the Kelvin-Voigt damping of section 1. For a proof of these results (which include Theorem 1 asa special case where V2 = V ) see [3] or [1]. 3



We have in Theorem 1 stated the well posedness of the system (6) for f 2L2((0; T ); V �) in a weak variational setting. We can take an alternative (but as weshall see, equivalent) approach using the theory of semigroups ([9, 16]). Since thesesquilinear forms �1 and �2 are V -elliptic and continuous, we can de�ne operatorsAi 2 L(V; V �) in a standard manner by�i(�; ) =< Ai �; >V �;V ; for �; 2 V; i = 1; 2 : (9)Here L(V; V �) is the usual space of bounded linear operators from V to V �. Thecorresponding abstract equation for (6) is then given by�y(t) +A2 _y(t) +A1y(t) = f(t) in V �;y(0) = y0; _y(0) = y1 : (10)We will rewrite this second order system as a �rst order system for w(t) = (y(t); _y(t))Ton a product space. We de�ne the product space V = V �V in addition toH = V �Habove. The �rst order system can be written as_w(t) = Aw(t) + F (t) in V�;w(0) = w0; (11)where F (t) = (0; f(t))T 2 V�; w0 = (y0; y1)T 2 H andA =  0 I�A1 �A2 ! 2 L(V;V�): (12)With the assumptions on �1 and �2 given in Theorem 1, the operator A is thein�nitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup T (t) on V� (see [3] or [1]). Then,by de�nition, mild solutions of (11) in V� are given byw(t; q) = T (t)w0 + Z t0 T (t� s)F (s) ds : (13)For computational e�orts in control and estimation of these systems, it is animportant result to note that the weak formulation and the semigroup formulationyield the same solutions.Theorem 2 Suppose w0 = (y0; y1)T 2 H = V � H, f 2 L2((0; T );V�), and �1 and�2 are given as in Theorem 1. Then (6) has a unique solution in L2((0; T ); V � V )and it is given by the mild solution (13).In our example of section 1 for a cantilevered beam with Kelvin-Voigt damping,the sesquilinear forms are given by�1(y;  ) =< EI y00;  00 >H (14)�2( _y;  ) =< cDI _y00;  00 >H for  2 V (15)with the spaces de�ned by V = H2L(0; `) = f� 2 H2(0; `) j�(0) = �0(0) = 0g andH = L2(0; `). The control related term f(t) is given byf(t; x) = KB � (H 00(x� x1) �H 00(x� x2)) � u(t); 0 � x; x1; x2 � ` (16)4



where again H(x) is the Heaviside function and f(t) belongs to the Sobolev space(see [19]) V � = H�2(0; `). If both EI > 0 and cDI > 0 , then �1 and �2 are V -ellipticand continuous with �1 symmetric; hence by Theorem 2 our beam equation is wellposed for f 2 L2((0; T ); V �) which includes the case of f given by (16).3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND APPROXIMATIONAs has been pointed out in the introduction, values of the coe�cients of thedamping and the piezoceramic coe�cient control parameters (and the moduli of elas-ticity or rigidity for certain materials) are not well established. In the interest ofobtaining accurate dynamic models and adequate control designs, these parametersmust be estimated. The resulting parameter estimation problems for the beam withpiezoceramic actuators and sensors can be stated in terms of �nding parameterswhich give the best �t of the parameter dependent solutions of the partial di�erentialequations to the observation data from response of the system to various excitations.We assume then that the sesquilinear forms �1; �2 and the input or controlterms f in section 2 are dependent upon parameters q with values in some admissibleparameter metric space Q. Thus �1 = �1(q); �2 = �2(q) and f(t) = f(t; q) so thatthe corresponding solutions y = y(q) of (6) or (10) are parameter dependent. Wecan thus consider the least squares estimation problem of minimizing over q 2 Q theleast squares functional J(q) =Xi j y(ti; q)� zij2 ; (17)where fzig are given observations and fy(ti; q)g are the parameter dependent mildsolutions of (6) (or (10) or (11)) evaluated at each time ti; i = 1; 2; � � � ; �N .The minimization in our parameter estimation problems involves an in�nitedimensional state (and an in�nite dimensional admissible parameter space in somecases { for ease of exposition, we assume here that Q is �nite dimensional). Motivatedby computational requirements, we thus consider Galerkin type approximations inthe context of the variational formulation of section 2. Let HN be a sequence of�nite dimensional subspaces of H (e.g, the span of �nite sets of spline elements, orspectral elements, or modes, etc) that also satisfy HN � V . We de�ne orthogonalprojections PNH : H ! HN , the �nite dimensional spaces HN = HN � HN , anddenote the orthogonal projections of H onto HN and V� onto HN by PNH and PNV� ,respectively. Then the approximating estimation problems with �nite dimensionalstate spaces can be stated as seeking q 2 Q which minimizesJN(q) =Xi ��� yN(ti; q)� zi���2 ; (18)where yN (t; q) is the �rst coordinate of wN (t; q) given bywN (t; q) = T N (t; q)PNHw0(q) + Z t0 T N (t� s; q)PNV�F (s) ds: (19)Here T N (t; q) is the analytic semigroup generated by AN(q) where AN(q) is de�nedin the usual manner [1] via restriction of the (now parameter dependent) operatorsA(q) of (12) to HN , i.e., AN (q) = PNV�A(q)PNH .5



We are now able to state an important result related to the convergence andcontinuous dependence (with respect to data) of the approximate solutions.Theorem 3 Let Q be a compact subset of RN with metric d. Suppose both �1(q) and�2(q) are V -elliptic and continuous. Furthermore, assume �1(q) and �2(q) satisfy thecontinuity with respect to parameter conditionj�i(q)(�; )� �i(~q)(�; ) j � i d(q; ~q) j�jV j jV ; for �; 2 V (20)for q; ~q 2 Q and i = 1; 2. Furthermore assume thatq! f(t; q) is continuous from Q to L2((0; T ); V �) (21)and that HN approximates V in the sense:(H1) For each � 2 V , there exist �N 2 HN such thatj�� �N jV � �(N)! 0 as N !1:Let qN be arbitrary such that qN ! q in Q; then for t > 0wN(t; qN)! w(t; q) in V norm:For a proof, see [3]. With Theorem 3, we obtain both parameter convergence andcontinuous dependence of parameter results (see [6] for discussions of parameter con-vergence and method stability as guaranteed by the convergence statement of thistheorem). That is, the sequence of solutions �qN of the �nite dimensional problemswill converge (actually, in the general case, a subsequence converges) to a solution�q of the original in�nite dimensional problem, and for any observations zk ! z0 ,dist(�qN(zk); �q(z0))! 0, as k;N !1, where 'dist' is the distance function betweensets and �qN(zk); �q(z0) denote the sets of solutions of the least squares minimizationproblems corresponding to data zk; z0, respectively.We note that the sesquilinear forms de�ned by (14) and (15) satisfy (20)if q = (EI; cDI;KB) while f(q) de�ned by (16) satis�es the required continuitycondition (21). If we choose cubic splines for the basis of the approximation scheme,then (H1) is satis�ed (again see [6]) and the desired convergence of Theorem 3 willbe achieved.4. CONTROL PROBLEMSIn this section we consider a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) formulation forthe abstract system (11) of section 2. To this end, let Hilbert spaces U and Z bethe input space and the output space, respectively. We consider the optimal controlproblem (R): Minimize the cost functionalJ(w0; u) = Z 10 �j Cw(t)j2Z + < Qu(t); u(t)>U� dt (22)over u 2 L2((0;1); U) subject to_w(t) = Aw(t) + Bu(t) in V�w(0) = w0: (23)6



In (22), we assume that the observation operator C 2 L(H; Z) (in this paper, weonly consider the case when C is bounded, referring the reader to [5] for cases ofunbounded C), Q 2 L(U;U) = L(U) is self-adjoint and positive, and u is a U -valuedcontrol function. System (23) is the version of (11) with F (t) replaced by Bu(t)where B = (0; B)T and B is an unbounded operator such that B 2 L(U; V �). Theoperator A is again given by (12)A =  0 I�A1 �A2 !where A1 and A2 are de�ned through the sesquilinear forms �1 and �2 in (9). Asabove �1; �2 are V -elliptic and continuous. Then under standard assumptions (see[1]) this optimal control problem is well posed, i.e, given initial data w0 2 H andu 2 L2((0;1); U), the cost J(w0; u) is �nite. In the following, we shall consider (23)in the mild solution form (see (13))w(t) = T (t)w0 + Z t0 T (t� s)Bu(s) ds : (24)For the control problem (R), if (A;B) is stabilizable and (A; C) is detectable, thenthere exists a unique optimal solution �u(t) for minimizing (22) given by�u(t) = �Q�1B��S(t)w0; (25)where � 2 L(V �; V ) is the unique nonnegative solution to the operator algebraicRiccati equation A��+�A��BQ�1B��+ C�C = 0 (26)and S(t) is the exponentially stable semigroup generated by A � BQ�1B�� (fordetails, see [5]).Again motivated by computational considerations, we turn to approximationof the LQR problem (R). As in section 3, we approximate via Galerkin procedures.Let the sequence of �nite dimensional subspaces HN � V � H and the associatedorthogonal projections PNH : H ! HN be given as in section 3 and HN = HN �HN ; PNH : H ! HN . De�ne AN : HN ! HN by the restriction of A to HN and CNby the restriction of C to HN . For a given B 2 L(U; V �), we de�ne BN 2 L(U;HN )by < BNu;  >=< u;B� > for  2 HN ;and take BN = (0; BN)T . Then, the associated sequence of approximate LQR prob-lems (RN) are given by: MinimizeJN(wN0 ; u) = Z 10 ���� CNwN (t)���2Z + < Qu(t); u(t) >U� dt (27)over u 2 L2((0;1); U) subject towN (t) = etANwN0 + Z t0 e(t�s)AN BNu(s) ds; (28)7



where wN0 = PNH w0. If (A;B) is stabilizable and (A; C) is detectable, there exists aunique nonnegative self-adjoint solution �N to the algebraic Riccati equation in HNAN ��N +�NAN ��NBNQ�1BN��N + CN �CN = 0: (29)The optimal control �uN for (RN) is given by�uN (t) = �Q�1BN��NSN(t)wN0 (30)where SN (t) = e(AN�BNQ�1BN ��N ) t on HN .Before stating the main convergence theorem, we need to make one moreassumption:(H2) V ,!H is compact.Theorem 4 Assume that �1 and �2 are symmetric sesquilinear forms satisfying (7)and (8). Suppose (A;B) is stabilizable and (A; C) is detectable. Then as N !1 wehave �NPN� ! �� in V for � 2 V�SN (t)PN� ! S(t)� in V for � 2 V�; and t > 0;and hence �uN(t) ! �u(t).For more details concerning these results, see [5]. We just note here that if we takethe beam with piezoceramic actuator of section 1 and use cubic splines for the ap-proximation elements, all of the conditions for the above results are met.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSResearch supported in part by the Air Force O�ce of Scienti�c Research un-der grant AFOSR{90{0091 and the National Aeronautics and Space Administrationunder grant NAG{1{1116. This research was carried out in part while the authorswere visiting scientists at the Institute for Computer Applications in Science and En-gineering (ICASE), NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665, which issupported under NASA Contract No. NAS1{18107.REFERENCES[1] H.T. Banks and J.A. Burns, Introduction to Control of Distributed ParameterSystems, Birkha�user, Boston, 1992.[2] H.T. Banks and K. Ito, Approximation in LQR problems for in�nite dimensionalsystems with unbounded input operators, Proc. Conf. on Optimization, Haifa,1992, to appear.[3] H.T. Banks, K. Ito and Y. Wang, Well-posedness and approximation for dampedsecond order systems with unbounded input operators, to appear.8
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